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Surfaces - Product Overview

SURFACES - CEASERSTONE SURFACES - DEKTON
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SURFACES

Pure White 562.60.575

Surfaces - Ceaserstone

ClassicoTM

Surfaces For Your Home

Caesarstone’s Classico™ collection combines style and 
functionality with colours and designs ideal for numerous 
applications in both residential and commercial interiors such 
as kitchen benchtops, splashbacks, bathroom wall linings, 
custom made furniture and more.

Concrete  562.60.087

Snow 562.60.067 White Shimmer 562.60.555

Raven 562.00.006 Buttermilk 562.60.595 Shitake 562.60.157 Ginger  562.60.665 Mink  562.60.137

Wild Rice 562.60.645 Organic White 

562.60.177
Ice Snow 562.60.277 Oyster 562.00.026 Frozen Terra 

562.59.264

Piatto Black 
562.59.424

Ocean Foam 
562.59.326
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Surfaces - Ceaserstone

SupernaturalTM

The One of a Kind Collection

Just like an original work of art, every Supernatural slab is one of 
a kind a quartz surface that will take your interior décor to a whole 
new level. Mirroring nature’s endless diversity and beauty, each 
slab is finished to perfection.  

Inspired by some of the world’s most beautiful natural marble, 
Caesarstone’s supernatural designs represent the very best of 
what nature has to offer. Using cutting-edge technology, these 
earthy tones and delicate veins are infused with intricacies and 
textures never before seen on quartz surfaces. 
   
The new Supernatural designs adorn any modern interior, while 
maintaining all the advantages and timeless qualities that make 
Caesarstone special.

London Grey 

562.60.625
Piatra Grey 

562.60.197
Vanilla Noir 
562.60.545

Alpine Mist 
562.60.357

Frosty Carrina 
562.60.685

Dreamy Marfil 
562.60.605

Coastal Grey 
562.60.727

Bianco Drift 
562.60.377

Statuario Maximus* 
562.60.497

Georgian Bluffs 
562.59.046

Moorland Fog 
562.59.016

White Attica 
562.59.076

Turbine Grey 
562.59.056

Montblanc 
562.59.860

Empira White 
562.60.814

Woodlands 
562.59.434
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Rugged Concrete 
562.59.006

Surfaces - Ceaserstone

MetropolitanTM  The Metropolitan Collection is a unique collection leading the urban interior trend. The Metropolitan 
Collection reflects the authentic textures of manufacturing, such as oxidized steel, poured plaster and raw concrete. These 
unpolished designs reveal variations in appearance and capture depth and movement throughout the surface. Caesarstone’s new 
cutting-edge technology achieves a weathered patina in quartz never experienced before.

Cloudburst Concrete 
562.59.858 

Topus Concrete 
562.59.873

Airy Concrete 
562.59.874

Excava 562.59.294

Primordia 
562.60.815

Black Tempal 
562.59.394 Oxidian 562.59.414
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Surfaces - Dekton

Outdoor Countertops:

When designing an outdoor surface we need to take gravity into account: everything floating in the air will end up falling onto it. 
And it can be unused for weeks and months. A strong material with high resistance to UV-rays, thermal fluctuations, Scratches 
and stains would be your best bet in such applications. Sounds hypothetical? Not really. Dekton surfaces come with the ideal 
properties to sustain the harsh conditions of outdoor applications and thus become your ideal choice for countertops that need to 
be installed outside your home. The myriad choice of finishes and designs available in this range can help you create a unique 
application, just the kinds you had always imagined.

Entzo 562.58.146 Aura 15  562.58.126 Spectra  562.58.246 Splendor 562.58.266 Blaze 562.58.276

Halo 562.58.206 Lumina 562.58.256 Glacier 562.58.216 Tundra 562.58.236 Fiord 562.58.226
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Surfaces - Dekton

Wall Cladding:

Gone are the days when your kitchen 
and dado walls hide behind plastered 
paints, inconsistent tiles or dull wall 
papers. Dekton’s unique surface 
properties like low water absorption and 
fire resistance make it an ideal choice 
for wall cladding applications in kitchens 
as well as the other areas of your interior 
spaces. Moreover the dimensional 
stability provides an overall consistency 
in design making for a seamless look 
without borders or differences. The end 
result is a surface that adorns your walls 
with spectacular aesthetics as well as 
robust and ever-lasting durability

Domoos  562.58.006 Vegha  562.58.056 Kadum  562.58.036 Sirocoo  562.58.016 Danae  562.58.156

Sirius 562.58.306 Strato 562.58.026 Ventus 562.58.086 Galema 562.58.076 Gada 562.58.316

Keranium 562.58.046 Keon 562.58.106
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Flooring and Indoor Countertops:

The aesthetic appeal of any kitchen is greatly emphasized by the choice of countertops and flooring materials used. Today, the 
need to move away from clinical and functional designs is changing the spectrum of material choices available in the market. 
Dekton, with its unique material properties, forms an ideal choice for every surface in your kitchen – be it countertops, flooring or 
even cabinet fronts. It’s scratch and stain resistance properties along with low water absorption levels make it a robust choice for 
countertops and floorings. The spectrum of designs and patterns available through Dekton, bring with it the flexibility to design 
your kitchen your way – you may choose to follow a seamless synergy between the flooring, cabinets and countertops or else 
bring in a healthy contrast of tones.

Trilium  562.58.196 Kelya  562.58.066 Makai  562.58.346 Orix 562.58.186 Zenith  562.58.116

Radium  562.58.096 Kira  562.58.446 Nilium  562.58.455 Kairos  562.58.136 Vera 562.58.426
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Surfaces - Dekton

Opera  562.58.435 Laurent  562.58.416 Bromo 562.58.496 Milar  562.58.506 Laos 562.58.516

Portum 562.58.526 Bedrock 562.58.536 Feroe 562.58.546 Baltic 562.58.556 Soke 562.58.488


